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bloggernacle, since it is the bloggernacle that keeps these pathological evil people in power. The fact
that he took time out of his busy schedule to post this proves his evil character even further. The

bloggernacle is analogous to the global media. The only reason the bloggernacle is so full of evil is
because the average person living in this country eats the media koolaid and thinks its alright. It is

the corporate media that the bloggernacle so openly admires, not the bloggernacle itself. These
people who he refers to as "all of the wolves" are the same people who call Obama "the wonder

president". They continue to describe these lunatics as "some of the smartest, most powerful, most
influential and most competent people". The reason they are so popular is because the corporate

media tells them how great they are, and the average person finds it hard to argue with them if the
media agrees. So the bloggernacle people admire the lunatics because they agree with what the

media says. The media is to the bloggernacle what the blogs are to these lunatics. The bloggernacle
people eat the media, and these lunatics follow the media. So the bloggernacle members are

repeating things the media says by the people they admire, while the media tells them Obama is the
greatest thing since sliced bread. I am not saying that Obama is not a brilliant man, but he is not the
reason for the good economy. For example, Ben Bernanke was very smart, but he did nothing to fix
the economy. Obama raised the debt ceiling and signed a bill that just gave him more tax breaks.

The bloggernacle lionizes Obama because the media tells them he is the reason for the good
economy. The leftwing lunatics complain about wealthy people, Obama, and they hate them. The

truth is, they hate rich people because they have money. This is the only reason they don't
understand their anger. What they really hate are rich people because they make them look bad.
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